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Abstract:  8 

The probabilistic fault displacement hazard analysis is one of the new methods of estimating the amount of possible 9 

displacement in the area at the hazard of causal fault rupture. In this study, using the probabilistic approach and 10 

earthquake method introduced by Youngs et al., 2003, the surface displacement of the North Tabriz fault has been 11 

investigated, and the possible displacement in different scenarios has been estimated. By considering the strike-slip 12 

mechanism of the North Tabriz fault and using the earthquake method, the probability of displacement due to surface 13 

ruptures caused by the 1721 and 1780 North Tabriz fault earthquakes has been explored. These events were associated 14 

with 50 and 60 km of surface rupture, respectively. The 50-60 km long section of the North Tabriz fault was selected 15 

as the source of possible surface rupture.  16 

We considered two scenarios according to possible displacements, return periods, and magnitudes which are reported 17 

in paleoseismic studies of the North Tabriz fault. In the first scenario, possible displacement, return period, and 18 

magnitude was selected between zero to 4.5; 645 years and Mw~7.7, respectively. In the second scenario, possible 19 

displacement, return period and magnitude were selected between zero to 7.1, 300 years, and Mw~7.3, respectively. 20 

For both mentioned scenarios, the probabilistic displacements for the rate of exceedance 5% in 50, 475, and 2475 21 

years for the principle possible displacements (on fault) of the North Tabriz fault have been estimated. For the first 22 

and second scenarios, the maximum probabilistic displacement of the North Tabriz fault at a rate of 5% in 50 years is 23 

estimated to be 186 and 230 cm. Also, mentioned displacements for 5% exceedance in 475 years and 2475 years in 24 

both return periods of 645 and 300  years, are estimated at 469 and 655cm.  25 

Keywords: Surface rupture, Hazard, probabilistic fault displacement, North Tabriz fault, Iran. 26 

 27 

1- Introduction 28 

Earthquakes, not only because of earth-shaking but also because of surface ruptures, are a serious threat to 29 

many human activities. Reducing earthquake losses and damages requires predicting the amplitude and location of 30 

ground movements and possible surface displacements in the future. Fault displacement hazard assessments are based 31 

on empirical relationships obtained using historical seismic rupture data. These relationships evaluate the probability 32 

of co-seismic surface slip of ruptures on fault (primary) and outside the fault (distributed) for different magnitudes 33 
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and distances to the causal fault. In addition, these relationships make it possible to predict the extent of fault slip on 34 

or near the active fault (Stephanie Baiz et al., 2019).  35 

A way to reduce the effects of fault rupture hazards on a structure is to develop the probability of fault 36 

displacement. This approach can be taken into account the rate of exceedance of different displacement levels of the 37 

event under a structure, along with a displacement hazard curve (Youngs et al., 2003). So far, fault displacement data 38 

have been collected and analyzed by several researchers to evaluate the fault rupture properties. Investigation of fault 39 

displacement and extraction of experimental relationships are reported by Wells and Coppersmith (1993 and 1994) 40 

and reviewed by Petersen and Wesnousky (1994). To be considered, each earthquake causes a superficial shaking at 41 

the site, but each earthquake does not cause a surface rupture in the area. Therefore, only the data of earthquakes that 42 

have caused the rupture in the region are used to obtain the attenuation relationships (Youngs et al., 2003).  43 

A method for estimating the probabilistic fault displacement hazard for strike-slip faults in the world has 44 

been presented, mapped due to the impact of fault displacement hazard on the fault trace type and the complexity of 45 

this effect and hazard of fault displacement for strike-slip faults studied (Petersen et al., 2011). Principal displacements 46 

are considered primary ruptures that occur on or within a few meters of the active fault. Distributed displacements 47 

outside the fault are causative and usually appear as discontinuous ruptures or shears distance several meters to several 48 

hundred kilometers from the fault trace. The principal and distributed displacements are introduced as net 49 

displacements derived from horizontal and vertical displacements (Petersen et al., 2011). 50 

To estimate the probabilistic fault displacement hazard, we used the Petersen et al., 2011 method, but newly some 51 

studies have been conducted in this approach. Recently, Katona (2020) investigated the hazard of surface displacement 52 

due to faults in the design of nuclear power plants. Nurminen et al. (2020) concentrate on off-fault rupturing and 53 

developed an original probability model for the occurrence of distributed ruptures using 15 historical crustal 54 

earthquakes. Goda (2021) proposed an alternative approach based on stochastic source modeling and fault 55 

displacement analysis using Okada equations. The developed method is applied to the 1999 Hector Mine earthquake. 56 

In this study, based on the results of a paleoseismic study reported by Hesami et al. (2003) on the North Tabriz fault, 57 

the section with a length of 50 - 60 km was considered a source of possible rupture in the future. To describe the 58 

possible behavior of the displacement rupture hazard of the North Tabriz fault, sites at distances of 50 m from each 59 

other and cells with dimensions of 25 × 25 m2 on fault trace were considered, which is shown in Figure 1. Also, 60 

according to the study by Petersen et al. (2011), the trace of the North Tabriz fault was considered a simple trace due 61 

to the absence of large instrumental earthquakes that are associated with surface rupture. Many studies have been done 62 

on the historical displacements of the North Tabriz fault. According to the results of paleoseismic studies reported by 63 

Hesami et al. (2003) and Ghasemi et al. (2015), the probabilistic displacement is between zero to 4.5 and zero to 7.1 64 

m, respectively. The magnitude and return period of large earthquakes are considered 645 years with Mw ~7.7 and 65 

300 years with Mw~7.3 according to Mousavi et al. 2014 and Dejamour et al., 2011, respectively.  66 

In the first step, probabilistic fault displacement and the annual rate of exceedance of displacement for two given 67 

scenarios (645 years with Mw ~7.7) and (300 years with Mw ~7.3) have been achieved by considering 5% in 50, 475, 68 
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and 2475 years at the site with geographical coordinates (38.096, 46.349). In the second step, due to the passage of 69 

the North Tabriz Fault through the city of Tabriz, considering a 2 km long section from the North Tabriz Fault, the 70 

probabilistic displacement has been estimated, and the probabilistic displacement 2D map is explored. 71 

 72 

2- Seismotectonic 73 

         With over two million people and an area of 167 square kilometers in northwestern Iran, Tabriz is one of the 74 

most populated cities in the country that has experienced devastating earthquakes throughout history. One of the main 75 

problems of Tabriz City is the proximity of the city to the North Tabriz fault and the expansion of constructions around 76 

it. Based on the reported historical earthquakes by Berberian and Arshadi (1979), since 858 AD., this city and the 77 

surrounding area have experienced several large and medium destructive earthquakes.  78 

The focal mechanism of earthquakes in northwestern Iran and southeastern Turkey shows that the convergence 79 

between the Saudi and Eurasian plates becomes depreciable during right-lateral strike-slip faults. The strike-slip fault 80 

is the southeastern continuation of the North Anatolian Fault into Iran, consisting of discontinuous fault sections with 81 

a northwest-southeast extension (Jackson and Mackenzie et al., 1992). Some of these fault fragments have been 82 

ruptured and left deformed along with the earthquakes in 1930, 1966, and 1976 (Hesami et al., 2003).  83 

Nevertheless, the North Tabriz fault is one of the components of this right-lateral strike-slip system, which has not 84 

had a major earthquake during the last two centuries. Among the many historical earthquakes in the Tabriz region, 85 

only three devastating earthquakes with a magnitude of Ms~7.3 in 1042, 1721, and 1780 with a magnitude of Ms~7.4 86 

had been associated with a surface rupture along the North Tabriz fault (Hesami et al., 2003).   The 1721 and 1780 AD 87 

earthquakes were along with at least 50 and 60 km of surface rupture (about 40 km overlap), respectively. Berberian 88 

et al., 1997 believe that large earthquakes along the North Tabriz fault are concentrated at specific times and spatially 89 

related.  90 

The occurrence of the 1976 Chaldoran earthquake in Turkey, which was accompanied by about 55 km of fractures, 91 

indicates that the length of the surface fracture caused by historical earthquakes in this region probably varies from 92 

about 50 to 60 km (Toxos et al., 1977). A more detailed study of the temporal distribution of earthquakes in Tabriz by 93 

Berberian and Yates (1999) also shows the cluster distribution of earthquakes over time. Due to the absence of seismic 94 

events for more than 200 years in the Tabriz area (decluttering period), the study area has passed the final stages of 95 

stress storage, and it is ready to release the stored energy. Therefore, Hesami et al., 2003 investigated the Spatial-96 

temporal concentration of earthquakes associated with the North Tabriz fault. Based on paleontological seismic studies 97 

on the western part of the North Tabriz fault, Hesami et al., 2003 introduced four earthquakes that occurred 98 

continuously on the western part of the North Tabriz fault. The return periods of these earthquakes were suggested to 99 

be 821 ± 176 years. The amount of right-lateral strike-slip displacement, during each seismic event, of the North 100 

Tabriz fault, has been estimated at 3.5 to 4.5 m. In addition, Berberian et al., 1997 considered the possibility of 101 

fracturing all parts of the North Tabriz fault at once and mentioned it as one of the critical issues in the earthquake 102 

hazard for the Tabriz city and the northwestern region of Iran. 103 
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3- Methodology of probabilistic fault displacement hazard analysis 104 

In this study, the method introduced by Petersen et al., 2011 has been used to estimate the probabilistic fault 105 

displacement hazard caused by the North Tabriz fault. Details of the mentioned method are provided in Petersen et 106 

al., 2011, and a summary of this approach is provided here.  107 

Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis has been used since its development in the late 1960s and early 1970s 108 

to assess shaking hazards and to establish seismic design parameters (Cornell, 1968 and 1971). A method for analyzing 109 

the hazard of probabilistic fault displacement was introduced in two approaches of earthquake and displacement 110 

(Youngs et al., 2003). This method was first proposed to estimate the displacement of Yucca Mountain faults, which 111 

were the landfill of nuclear waste (Stepp et al., 2001). Then, the probabilistic fault displacement hazard analysis 112 

method was introduced for an environment with normal faults, and the probability distributions obtained for each type 113 

of fault in the world can be used in areas with similar tectonics (Youngs et al., 2003). 114 

The earthquake approach is similar to the analysis of probabilistic seismic hazards related to displacement, features 115 

such as faults, partial shear, fracture, or unbroken ground at or near the ground surface so that the attenuation 116 

relationships of the fault displacement replace the ground shaking relationships. In the displacement approach, without 117 

examining the rupture mechanism, the displacement characteristics of the fault observed at the site are used to 118 

determine the hazard in that area. 119 

The exceedance rate of displacements and the distribution of fault displacements are obtained directly from the fault 120 

characteristics of geological features (Youngs et al., 2003). To calculate the rate of exceedance in the earthquake 121 

approach, similar to probabilistic seismic hazard analysis relationships were used.  The rate of exceedance, 𝑣𝑘(𝑧), is 122 

calculated according to the Cornell relationship (1968 and 1971) as follows (Youngs et al., 2003): 123 

 124 

(1 ) 𝑣𝑘(𝑧)=∑ 𝛼𝑛(𝑚0)𝑛 ∫ 𝑓𝑛(𝑚)
𝑚𝑛

𝑢

𝑚0 [∫ 𝑓𝑘𝑛(𝑟|𝑚).
∞

0
 𝑃∗(Z>z|m,r).dr].dm  

In which the ground motion parameter, (Z), (maximum ground acceleration, maximum response spectral acceleration) 125 

exceeds the specified level (z) at the site (k). Considering Equation (1) and calculating the exceedance rate of 126 

displacement (D) from a specific value (d), the displacement parameter replaces the parameters of ground motion 127 

(Youngs et al., 2003): 128 

(2 ) 𝑣𝑘(𝑑)=∑ 𝛼𝑛(𝑚0)𝑛 ∫ 𝑓𝑛(𝑚)
𝑚𝑛

𝑢

𝑚0 [∫ 𝑓𝑘𝑛(𝑟|𝑚).
∞

0
𝑃∗(D>d|m,r).dr].dm 

The expression P (D>d|m,r) is the "attenuation function" of the fault displacement at or near the earth's surface. This 129 

displacement attenuation function is different from the usual ground motion attenuation function and includes the 130 

multiplication of the following two probabilities (Youngs et al., 2003): 131 

(3 ) Pkn
∗ (D>d|m, r) = Pkn(Slip|m, r). Pkn(D>d| m, r, slip) 

Which D and d are the Displacements on fault (principal fault) and displacement on the outside of the fault (distributed 132 

fault), respectively (x, y) are considered as coordinates of the site. r, z2, I, L, and s are the vertical distance from the 133 
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fault,  area, the distance of site on fault rupture to the nearest rupture, the total length of the fault surface rupture, and 134 

the rupture distance to the end of the fault, respectively. The definition of these variables is shown in figure (2). 135 

The following Equation has been used to obtain the exceedance rate of probabilistic displacement due to the principal 136 

fault (on fault) (Petersen et al., 2011): 137 

(4 ) (𝐷 ≥ 𝐷0)𝑥𝑦𝑧 = 

𝛼(𝑚) ∫ 𝑓𝑀,𝑆(𝑚, 𝑠)𝑃[𝑠𝑟 ≠ 0|𝑚]
 

𝑚,𝑠

∗ ∫ 𝑃[𝐷 ≠ 0|𝑧, 𝑠𝑟 ≠ 0] ∗ 𝑃[𝐷 ≥

 

𝑟

𝐷0|𝑙 𝐿⁄ , 𝑚, 𝐷 ≠ 0] 𝑓𝑅(𝑟)𝑑𝑟𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑠 

The magnitude of the earthquake is indicated by m. In relation 4 and to assess the displacement hazard due to fault 138 

rupture, the probability density functions that describe displacement potential due to earthquakes on or near a rupture, 139 

as well as the probabilities that the potential for non-zero ruptures are used (Petersen et al., 2011). In the following, 140 

each of the parameters for estimation of probabilistic fault displacement hazard is described. 141 

3-1 Probability density function 142 

 The probability density function fM,s(m, s)  determines the magnitude of the earthquake and the location of 143 

the ruptures on a fault. Since the magnitude and the rupture position on the causal fault are correlated, a probabilistic 144 

distribution is used to calculate these parameters. In the next step, the variability in the rupture location is considered. 145 

A probability density function fR(r) is considered to define the area of perpendicular distances (r) to the site to different 146 

potential ruptures (Petersen et al., 2011). 147 

3-2 Probabilities 148 

 Probability P [SR ≠ 0 | M] is the ratio of cells with rupture on the principal fault to the total number of cells 149 

considered. Therefore, the probability of surface rupture P [SR ≠ 0 | M] is considered due to a certain magnitude M 150 

due to faulting. According to studies by Wells and Coppersmith (1993), due to the formulation of empirical 151 

relationships between different fault parameters, probability has been obtained for different faults in the world, such 152 

as strike-slip, normal, and revers. Therefore, in hazard analysis of fault displacement, it is necessary to investigate the 153 

possibility of surface rupture with magnitude (M) on the ground so as a result, the equation (5) introduced by Wells 154 

and Coppersmith (1993) can be used. According to this relation, the coefficients a and b are constant, and strike-slip 155 

faults with -12.51 and 2.553 have been reported. This relationship has a 10% probability for the size of Mw~5 and a 156 

95% probability of surface rupture for a magnitude of Mw~7.5 ((Rizzo et al., 2011). 157 

 158 

(5) 
P[sr≠0|m] =

ea+bm

1+ea+bm 

This rupture probability was used to estimate the exceedance rate of displacement because of earthquakes such as 159 

Loma-Prieta in 1989 with a magnitude of Mw~6.9 and Alaska in 2002 with a magnitude of Mw~6.7. These 160 

earthquakes did not cause rupture to reach the earth's surface. Therefore, these two earthquakes did not cause surface 161 
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deformation and are considered non-tectonic phenomena (Petersen et al., 2011). The expression 𝑃[𝐷 ≠ 0|𝑧, 𝑠𝑟 ≠ 0] 162 

indicates the probability of non-zero displacement at a distance r from the rupture in an area of size z2 and due to the 163 

magnitude event m associated with the surface rupture. The probability P [D≥𝐷0|𝑙 𝐿⁄ , 𝑚, 𝐷 ≠ 0] for displacements 164 

more significant than or equal to the value given at this site is intended for the principal displacement (on fault). This 165 

probability is obtained by integrating around a log-normal distribution (Petersen et al., 2011). 166 

 167 

3-3 Rate parameter α(m): 168 

When the potential magnitude of an earthquake a certain magnitude is modeled, it is possible to estimate how often 169 

these ruptures occur. The, α (m), rate parameter used describes the frequency of repetition of these earthquakes in this 170 

model. This parameter is a function of magnitude and can only function as a single rupture function or a function of 171 

cumulative earthquakes above the magnitude of the minimum importance in engineering projects (Youngs et al., 172 

2003). This parameter is usually based on slip rate, paleoseismic rate of large earthquakes, or historical fault rate 173 

earthquakes and is described in earthquake units per year. By removing the α (m) parameter from Equation (4), the 174 

Deterministic Fault Displacement Hazard can be estimated (Petersen et al., 2011). 175 

 176 

3-4 Cell size: 177 

In calculating the hazard of principal fault displacements, as shown in Eq. (4), by changing the size of the cells, the 178 

level of hazard will not change and this parameter can be examined by the availability of principal displacement data 179 

in the study area. In calculating the hazard of distributed rupture (distributed displacement), considering the method 180 

of Youngs et al. (2003), by modeling secondary displacements up to a distance of 12 km from the fault, the probability 181 

of surface rupture was investigated. According to studies by Petersen (2011), the relationship between the calculations 182 

of the probability of rupture of the principal faults (5), in calculating the probability of rupture of the distributed faults 183 

became the following relationship (Petersen et al., 2011): 184 

 185 

(6 ) Ln (p)= a(z) ln(r) + b(z)   

The values of the coefficients used for the cell sizes of 25×25 to 200×200 m2 in the above relationship are given in 186 

Table 1 (Petersen et al., 2011). 187 

 188 

3-5 Surveying accuracy 189 

 The accuracy of fault location is a function of geological and geomorphic conditions that play an essential 190 

role in diagnosing and interpreting a geologist in converting this spatial information into geological maps and fault 191 

geographic information systems. A fault map is generated using aerial photography imagery, interpretation of fault 192 

patterns from geomorphology, and conversion of fault locations into a base map. In many cases, identifying the 193 

location and trace of the fault may be difficult because sediments and erosion may obscure or cover the fault surface, 194 

leading to more uncertainty in identifying the actual location of the fault. Therefore, trace mapped faults are divided 195 

into four categories: accurate, approximate, inferred, and concealed, based on how clearly and precisely they are 196 

located (Petersen et al., 2011).  197 
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A practical example shows that an active fault with large earthquakes repeated over several hundred years, fault 198 

rupture hazard analysis should be one of the critical topics considered for the design of structures or pipelines that are 199 

close to this fault, and if the fault has a complex or straightforward trace, avoiding the fault from the constructor to a 200 

distance of 150 and 300 meters, respectively. Table 2 summarizes the standard deviations for the displacements 201 

observed in strike-slip earthquakes for different classifications of mapping accuracy (Petersen et al., 2011). According 202 

to the exponential values obtained from these fitting equations, the mean displacement will be obtained. The following 203 

Equation has been used to obtain the mean displacement (Petersen et al., 2011): 204 

(7 ) 𝐷𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 𝑒𝜇+𝜎2

2⁄  

 205 

 206 

3-6 Epistemic and Aleatory uncertainty 207 

There are uncertainties about the quality of mapping and the complexity of the fault trace that lead to epistemic 208 

uncertainty at the site of future faults. The probability density function for r includes both epistemic and aleatory 209 

components. Displacements on and off the principal fault can include components of epistemic uncertainty and 210 

random variability. Epistemic uncertainty is related to displacement measurement errors along fault rupture. Random 211 

variability is related to the natural variability in fault displacements between earthquakes. However, the measured 212 

variability in ruptures involves epistemic mapping uncertainties because there is currently no data to separate these 213 

uncertainties. In addition, epistemic uncertainty of location is introduced due to limitations in the accuracy of basic 214 

maps or images and the accuracy of the equipment used to transfer this information to the map or database (Petersen 215 

et al., 2011). 216 

3-7 Attenuation relationship of strike-slip faults 217 

In this study, to estimate the probabilistic displacement of the North Tabriz fault, the attenuation relationship of 218 

Petersen et al. (2011) has been used. The rupture displacement data obtained from the principal fault are scattered but 219 

are generally the most scattered near the fault rupture center and decrease rapidly at the end of the rupture. In some 220 

earthquakes, including the Borgo Mountain earthquake in 1968, the most significant displacement was observed near 221 

the end of the fault surface rupture (Petersen et al., 2011). Many of the collected surface rupture data behave 222 

asymmetrically ruptured (Wesnousky et al., 2008). However, there is currently no way to determine surface rupture 223 

areas that have larger displacements. Thus, the distribution of asymmetric displacements along the length of a fault 224 

will define more considerable uncertainties, especially near the end of the fault rupture (Petersen et al., 2011). To 225 

determine the displacement distribution, and the principal fault, two different approaches were introduced by Petersen 226 

et al. (2011). In the first approach, the best-fit equations using the least-squares method related to the natural logarithm 227 

of the displacement ratio of magnitude and distance were developed in a multivariate analysis (Paul Rizzo et al., 2013). 228 

In the second approach, the displacement data is normalized by the average displacement as a distance function. In 229 

normalized analysis, magnitude is not directly considered but influences calculations through the presence of 230 

magnitude in the mean displacement, which is calculated through the studies of Wells and Coppersmith (1994). Three 231 
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models (bilinear, elliptical and quadratic) were considered to provide the principal fault displacement in multivariate 232 

and normalized analysis (Petersen et al., 2011). However, in multivariate analysis, the three introduced models have 233 

the same aleatory uncertainty, and there is no clear basis for preferring one model to the other models. As a result, in 234 

the probabilistic displacement hazard analysis, all three models with the same weights were used according to Table 235 

3. The results obtained from the multivariate analysis were preferred over the normalized analysis because, in the 236 

normalized analysis, the stochastic uncertainty of calculating the mean displacement from the Wells and Coppersmith 237 

(1994) study is added to the stochastic uncertainty of the results of the Petersen attenuation relationships (Paul Rizzo 238 

et al., 2013).  239 

 240 

In this study, multivariate analysis and probabilistic displacement estimation have been used in the three mentioned 241 

models. The Equation of the three models is obtained in the multivariate method as shown in Table 3, and 5% 242 

uncertainty was considered in the modeling of the strike-slip displacement data (Petersen et al., 2011): 243 

 244 

4 Results and Discussions  245 

In this study, we assumed the North Tabriz fault as a simple trace with the strike-slip focal mechanism. Due to the 246 

lack of instrumental data on surface ruptures, two scenarios (Mw~7.7, 645years), and (Mw~7.3, 300years) was 247 

considered a probabilistic surface rupture in the future. The length of the fault section was considered 50- 60 km and 248 

the probabilistic displacement, and the annual exceedance rate was estimated by considering one of the sites located 249 

on the Tabriz fault trace related to the total segment as shown in Figure 1. In addition, for each scenario, two values 250 

of displacement (zero to 4.5m) and (zero to 7.1m) were considered according to Hessami et al., 2003 and Ghassemi 251 

et al., 2015, respectively. Furthermore, considering the reported method by Petersen et al., 2011, the probabilistic 252 

displacements for an exceedance rate of 5% in 50, 475, and 2475 years for the principal probabilistic displacements 253 

(on fault) of the North Tabriz fault have been explored. The obtained results in this study can be summarized as 254 

follows. 255 

By considering the reported 4.5 m probable surface displacement by Hessami et al., 2003, maximum displacement for 256 

the first scenario (Mw~7.7, 645years) and 5% in 50, 475, and 2475years were estimated at 186, 469, and 469 cm. For 257 

the second scenario (Mw~7.3, 300years), the maximum displacement was calculated at 230, 469, and 469cm, 258 

respectively as shown in figure (3a). In addition, by considering the 7.1m probable surface displacement reported by 259 

Ghassemi et al., 2015, maximum displacement for the first scenario of (Mw~7.7, 645years) and 5% in 50, 475, and 260 

2475years was estimated at 186, 655, and 655cm. For the second scenario (Mw~7.3, 300years), the maximum 261 

displacement was calculated at 230, 655, and 655 cm, respectively which is shown in figure (3b).  262 

According to the results shown in Figures 3a and 3b, although in some cases and distances, the estimated maximum 263 

displacement values are the same, at farther distances perpendicular to the site, these values are different from each 264 

other.  265 
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For both scenarios (Mw~7.7, 645 years and Mw~7.3, 300 years), taking into account the maximum possible 266 

displacements reported from other studies (0 to 4.5m and 7.1m), the maximum displacements for 5% in 475years were 267 

observed up to a distance of 60 meters perpendicular to the assumed site.  268 

For the first scenario (Mw~7.7, 645 years), the maximum displacement for 5% in 2475 years using probable 269 

displacements 0 to 4.5m and 0 to 7.1 m were calculated up to 100m and 80m perpendicular to the assumed site, 270 

respectively. For the second scenario (Mw~7.3, 300 years), the maximum displacement for 5% in 2475 years using 271 

probable displacement of 0 to 4.5m and 0 to 7.1 m were observed up to 80m and 40m perpendicular to the assumed 272 

site, respectively.  273 

As mentioned, the fitting models (bilinear, elliptical, and quadratic) have similar uncertainties, and in this section, we 274 

compared the estimated displacements obtained by using these models. In this study, the bilinear model is used to 275 

obtain probabilistic displacements. The values of the probabilistic displacements were obtained for the mentioned 276 

models. In figure 4, estimated probability displacement has been compared using different fitting models. 277 

In the next step, for both scenarios of 4.5 and 7.1m displacements, the annual rate of exceedance of displacement (5% 278 

in 50 years), at distances 64 and 120m from the assumed site, has been examined and shown in figure 5. For both 279 

scenarios, Mw~7.7, 645 years and Mw~7.7, 645 years, the results are shown in Figures 5 a and b.   280 

Concerning a part of the North Tabriz fault that passes through the 15th district of Tabriz city, estimating the 281 

probabilistic displacement in this area is of great importance, and predicting the areas with a higher level of surface 282 

rupture hazard is an important matter.  283 

Considering a cross-section with a length of 2 km from the North Tabriz fault according to Figures (6, 7, and 8), the 284 

possible two-dimensional displacements for the North Tabriz fault have been estimated. To estimate the probabilistic 285 

displacement, two scenarios (Mw~7.7, 645years) and (Mw~7.3, 300years) were considered. Figure (6) shows the 286 

probabilistic displacement of the two mentioned scenarios for the 5% in 50 years. The probabilistic displacements for 287 

the 4.5 and 7.1m  displacements for the first scenario are shown in Figures 6a and 6b, respectively. For the second 288 

scenario, those results are shown in Figures 6c and 6d.  289 

For the second scenario, the probabilistic displacement values have a higher level of hazard that can be seen at greater 290 

distances from the assumed sites. The probabilistic displacement of the two scenarios for the 5% in 475 and 2475 291 

years are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. The values of displacement perpendicular to the assumed site and 292 

the amount of probability hazard in the area were investigated and illustrated in Figure (9), and the two scenarios 293 

(Mw~7.7, 645years) and (Mw~7.3, 300years) were compared. According to Figure 9a for 5% in 50years, the scenario 294 

(Mw~7.3, 300years) has a higher level of hazard and can be considered the worst-case scenario. The numerical value 295 

of the displacement is obtained equally in the two displacement cases (4.5 and 7.1m). The first scenario, given that it 296 

has a larger magnitude than the second scenario (Δm=0.4), but due to the higher return period, has a lower level of 297 

risk than the second scenario. In the case of 5% in 475years and 2475years, according to Figures (9b and 9c), unlike 298 

the case of 50years, the first scenario has a higher level of hazard and is more important, and can be considered as the 299 

worst-case scenario. 300 
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5 Conclusion 301 

Assuming the North Tabriz fault as a simple trace with a strike-slip focal mechanism, and considering two scenarios 302 

(Mw~7.7, 645yrs), and (Mw~7.3, 300yrs) and a fault section with a length of 50 - 60 km, the probabilistic 303 

displacement of the North Tabriz fault was estimated.  Furthermore, considering the reported approach by Petersen 304 

(2011), the probabilistic displacements for an  exceedance rate of 5% in 50, 475, and 2475 years for the principal 305 

probabilistic displacements (on fault) of the North Tabriz fault have been explored. The obtained results in this study 306 

can be summarized as follows. 307 

1- We considered two scenarios according to possible displacements, return periods, and magnitudes which are 308 

reported in paleoseismic studies of the North Tabriz fault.  309 

2- In the first scenario, possible displacement, return period and magnitude were selected between zero to 4.5; 310 

645 years and Mw~7.7, respectively. In the second scenario, possible displacement, return period and 311 

magnitude were selected between zero to 7.1, 300 years, and Mw~7.3, respectively. 312 

3- For both above-mentioned scenarios, the probabilistic displacements for the rate of exceedance 5% in 50, 313 

475, and 2475 years for the principle possible displacements (on fault) of the North Tabriz fault have been 314 

estimated. For the first and second scenarios, the maximum probabilistic displacement of the North Tabriz 315 

fault at a rate of 5% in 50 years is estimated to be 186 and 230 cm.  316 

4- Maximum displacements for 5% exceedance in 475 years and 2475 years in both return periods of 645 and 317 

300 years are estimated at 469 and 655cm.  318 

5- In this study, the probability displacement values of the North Tabriz fault have been obtained without 319 

considering the dip, depth, and rake of the fault, which has caused the same displacement values in the north 320 

and south plane of the fault. In future studies, it is possible to investigate the geometric properties of the 321 

source producing surface rupture and reduce the recognition uncertainty in the method of probabilistic fault 322 

displacement hazard analysis. 323 

6- The lack of large instrumental earthquakes in northwestern Iran leads to more significant epistemic 324 

uncertainty in the obtained values.  Due to the passing of the North Tabriz fault through the residential area 325 

of Tabriz and destructive historical earthquakes, it is crucial to estimate the possible future displacements of 326 

this fault.   327 
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 446 

(a) 447 

 448 

(b) 449 

Figure 1.  North Tabriz Fault and Tabriz city (a), Part of the North Tabriz fault considered in this study, and perpendicular 450 
profiles (b). Figure a and b are generated using Google Earth with Digital Globe imagery (© Google Earth 2021). 451 
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 452 

Figure 2. Definition of the variables used in fault rupture analysis: x and y Site coordinates, z Dimensions of the area intended to calculate the 453 
probability of fault rupture at the site (for example, dimensions of the building foundation), r: the distance from the site to the fault trace, ratio l / 454 
L: the distance from the fault so that l is the measured distance from the nearest point on the rupture to the nearest end of the rupture, L: the total 455 

length of the rupture and s: the distance from the end of the rupture to the end of the fault (Petersen et al., 2011). 456 

 457 

 458 

 

(b) 

 

(a) 

 459 

Figure 3. Comparison of probability displacement, 5% exceedance rate in 50, 475, and 2475 years for a) D=4.5 m b) D=7.1 m 460 

 461 
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(b) 

 

(a) 

 

(d) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4. Comparison of probability displacement, different fitting models for a) 645-year return period and D=4.5 m, b) 645-year return period 466 
and D= 7.1m, c) 300-year return period and 4.5 m, d) return period 300- years, and D=7.1 m 467 

 468 
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(a) 

Figure 5. Comparison of the annual rate of exceedance of displacement for a) D=4.5 m displacement, b) D=7.1 m displacement 473 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 492 

Figure 6. Probability Displacement of 5% in 50, a)Mw~7.7 and return period of 645yrs for D=4.5m, b) Mw~7.7 and return period of 645yrs for 493 
D=7.1m, c) Mw~7.3 and return period of 300yrs for D=4.5m and d) Mw~7.3 and return period of 300yrs for D=7.1m 494 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 499 

Figure 7. Probability Displacement of 5% in 475, a)Mw~7.7 and return period of 645yrs for D=4.5m, b) Mw~7.7 and return period of 645yrs for 500 
D=7.1m, c) Mw~7.3 and return period of 300yrs for D=4.5m and d) Mw~7.3 and return period of 300yrs for D=7.1m 501 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 508 

Figure 8. Probability Displacement of 5% in 2475, a)Mw~7.7 and return period of 645yrs for D=4.5m, b) Mw~7.7 and return period of 645yrs 509 
for D=7.1m, c) Mw~7.3 and return period of 300yrs for D=4.5m and d) Mw~7.3 and return period of 300yrs for D=7.1m 510 
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Table 1. Probability of distributed rupture for different cell sizes (Petersen et al., 2011) 521 
 522 
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 529 

 530 

Table 2. Summary of mapping accuracy: The measured distance from the mapped fault trace to the observed surface rupture 531 
(Petersen et al., 2011) 532 

Two-Sided Standard 

Deviation on Fault (m) 

One-Sided 

Standard 

Deviation (m) 

Mean (m) 
Mapping 

Accuracy 

52.92 43.14 30.64 ALL 

26.89 19.54 18.47 Accurate 

43.82 35.89 25.15 Approximate 

65.52 52.39 39.35 Concealed 

72.69 56.99 45.12 Inferred 

 533 
 534 

Table 3. Different Models Used in Principal Fault Attenuation Relationships (Petersen et al., 2011) 535 
Weight Model Analysis Type 

 

0.34 

BILINEAR 

ln(D)=1.7969Mw+8.5206(l L⁄ )-10.2855, σin = 1.2906 , l
L⁄  <0.3 

ln(D)=1.7658Mw-7.8962, σin = 0.9624 , l
L⁄  ≥0.3 

Multivariate 0.33 

QUADRATIC 

ln(D)=1.7895Mw+14.4696(l L⁄ )-20.1723(l L⁄
2

)-10.54512, σin = 1.1346 

0.33 

ELLIPTICAL 

ln(D)=3.3041√1 −
1

0.52
[(l

L⁄ ) − 0.5]2+1.7927Mw-11.2192, σin = 1.1348 

 

Standard 

Deviation(ϭ)   
b(z) a(z) Cell Size (𝐦𝟐) No. 

1.2508 2.1046 -1.1470 25×25 1 

1.1470 0.9866 -0.9000 50×50 2 

1.0917 2.5572 -1.0114 100×100 3 

1.0188 3.5526 -1.0934 150×150 4 

1.0177 4.2342 -1.1538 200×200 5 
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